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KYBERNETIKA —VOLUME 15 (1979). NUMBER 5 
Simultaneous Channels Decomposable 
into Memoryless Components II 
F R A N T I S E K RUBLfK 
The problem of asymptotic behaviour of the maximum length of e-codes is studied in this 
paper for a special class of channels, which we introduce in Definition 1, the Section 1. The main 
result of this paper is Theorem on £-Capacity. 
We remark that the double numbered references are related to [1] and most of the basic nota-
tions are defined in the Section 2 in [1]. 
1. BASIC PROPERTIES OF SIMULTANEOUS CHANNELS 
Let Wbz the set of all probability matrices and ^ ^ bs the cr-algebra of Borel sets 
in l^Fg3nerated by the metric 
(1) Q(W, W*) = [|w — w*| = max \w(j \ i) — w*(j | i)\ . 
Let (G, Sf, £) be a probability spac? and t : G -» W be an £f — £/'w measurable 
mapping, i.e. t~1(F)e£f for each F B9"W. Similarly as in the Section 1 in [1] we 
shall use notations tx or wu instead of ((a). We see that if y e B", then there exists uni-
que probability w,(. j y) on subsets of A" satisfying 
(2) w,(x | y) = f ft *,„(*» I yk) -«(«) 
Jo --1 
for each x e A". Hence if r\ e B1, then there exists unique probability w,(. | n) defined 
on 2TA such that 
(3) wt({x e A
7; xk = j k , k = I, ..., n} \n) = wc({jk}"k=l | {r]k}Ui), 
where the right-hand side is defined by (2). In order to introduce the definition 377 
of a simultaneous channel put 
(4) T0 = {t; t : G -> W and is £f - ^w measurable} 
and denote R, (p) the transmission rate of the matrix w, with respect to the vector p 
(cf. (1.6)). 
Definition 1. Let Tc T0 be a non-empty set satisfying for every vector p e P t h e 
following conditions. 
1. The function cp(a, p) = inf {R,j(p); i e T} is measurable. 
2. If e > 0, then there exists such s e Tthat the inequality 
<p(a, p) ^ P J p ) ^ <Ka> P) + E 
holds for every aeG. 
The family of probabilities {w,(. | n); n e B1, t e T} which are defined by (3) will 
be called a simultaneous channel decomposable into memoryless components and 
will be denoted C = (B, A, £, T). 
Definition 2. Let C = (B, A, £,, T) be a simultaneous channel. An n-dimensional 
code {Q(y)}yeY (cf. [2] p. 116) will be called (n,N, s) code for C, if the length of this 
code is N and (cf. (2)) 
w,(Q(y) [ y) - £ w,(x | y) > 1 - e 
xeQ(y) 
for every y e Y, 16 T. 
If T = {t} i.e. Tcontains only element t, then (B, A, £, T) is a channel decompos-
able into memoryless components (cf. [3]); a more complicated example of the 
simultaneous channel is given in Proposition 1. 
We see that in the general case described in Definition 1 the simultaneous channel 
is a family of channels {C,}teT, C, = (B, A, £, {t}). The reason for such a definition 
can be that we want to construct an e-code for a channel C,0 and our only knowledge 
about t0 is that t0 belongs to T. 
To prove the next assertions, we shall need the following notations. If {Fk}k=i 
is a partition of a set F and {wk}k=1 are probability matrices, then by the symbol 
(5) * = twkxFk 
I 
we shall mean the mapping t : F -» W such that t(a) = wk for every a e Fk, k = 
= 1, . . . , m; if Cj, C2 are disjoint sets and tt : C; -> W, then 
(6) t = taCt + hXCl 
is the mapping t : Ct u C2 -> W satisfying 11 Ct = tb i = 1, 2. 
378 Proposition 1. Let t0 e T0 and h : G -» <0, 1> be a measurable function. If we 
denote (cf. (l), (4)) 
(7) T = {t e T0; Q(t(u), t0(u)) < h(u) for every ueG} , 
then the set T satisfies the assumptions of Definition 1. 
Proof. At first we prove measurability of the function g>(., p). Let us denote Wn 
the set of all matrices w e Wsuch that w(j | i) is an integer multiple of n _ 1 for each 
ie B, j e A and put 
0(w*) = {weW; Q(W, W*) < d2n~1} , d = max {a, b} ; 
the sets {0(w*); w* e Wn} cover J^by Lemma 2.4. If 9 e (0, 1) then there exists a finite 
measurable partition %„ = {C^n)}"'=i of the set Ge = {a e G; h(a) ^ 9} satisfying 
for k — 1, . . . , mn the conditions 
1. there exists wk e W„ such that Q(t0(a), wk) < d
2n-1 for every a e Ck
n); 
2. ifu,pe C[n), then \h(u) - n(j8)| < d2n'\ 
This means that for each n ^ n, = n^d, 6) there exists a mapping s„ with values 
in Wn such that (cf. (5)) 
(8) sn = Y,
wkXckM 
I 
and Q(t0(u), sn(u)) ^ d
2\n < 9 whenever u e Gg. Hence if we denote 





Tn = {r> f cZCk«„,; wk 6 ,y(n, fc)} , T
J = U T„ 
1 n = n, 
then these sets are non-empty. Since the set TJ is countable, it is sufficient to prove 
the relation 
(9) <K«, P) XG.(«) = inf {Rdp); t e V} . 
Let a e Ge and 7 be a positive number. Since the set T is convex, the inequality 
(2.16) implies that there is a matrix w* e If satisfying 
<P(U, p) s RW*(P) < <K«, P) + y > 
Q(W*, t0(u)) < h(u). 
If n > nt is such that the inequalities 
(10) Rw,(p) < q>(u, p)+ y - 8d
3n~1/2 , 
Q(W*, t0(u)) < h(u) - 4d
2/n 
hold, we choose w* e W„ so that 379 
(11) Q(W*, W*) < d2\n 
and put (cf. (8)) 
n{P)~\w*n PeC^, 
where Ck
n) is the set belonging to <$„ which contains a. Taking into account (8), (10), 
(11) and the second property of <€„, we see that s* e TJ and (9) can be easily proved 
by means of (2.16). 
The next step is to prove that the condition 2 in Definition 1 is fulfilled. For e > 0 
there is an 9 > 0 such that (cf. (2.16)) 
K(p) - RAP)\ < -
whenever Q(W, W*) < 9. Let 2>„ = {D^n)}^i be a measurable partition of the set 
Gg = h'\{9, 1 » satisfying 
(12) \h(a)-h(p)\<9\n, \<p(z, p) - <p(p, p)\ < a/4 , 
e(r0(a), fo(/0) < 0/n 
for each «, j8e D[n), k = 1, .. .,m„. We choose /I e ( 2 M " 1 , d2n_1) and for every fc 
we find ak e Dk
n), tke Tso that 
(13) \<PK p) - Rtk{JP)\ < e/4 . 
Denoting wfc = «4f0(«*) + (1 — J ) t*(at) and putting 
s„ = £ *«/>„<•.> + toXc-c » 
we obtain a mapping belonging to Tand (2.16), (13) and (12) complete the proof. 
Let us define for a simultaneous channel C = (B, A, £, T) quantile functions 
by the formulas 
(14) r(e) = sup inf {y; £{a; <p(a, p) <, y) > e} , 
peP 
r'(e) — sup sup {y; £{a; q>(a, p) ^ y} g: 1 — e} . 
PEP 
These functions have properties similar to that proved in [2]. 
380 Lemma 1. Let us denote yc the family of all sets which have £ measure at least s. 
(I) r(s) = max inf (ess sup <?(., p) xM) > 
peP J0e$fc 
(15) r'(s) = max sup (ess inf <p(., p) x*(-)) > 
peP .tfelfi-c 
where ess inffx* = sup {y; £{ae s/;f(a) < y] = 0}, ess sup j= Jj/lj^ = M{y; 
£{«;/(«) ^ }̂ = o}. 
(II) The functions r, r' are non-decreasing on (0, 1), r <, r' and r'(ej) g r(e2) 
whenever £x < £2. 
(III) r is left continuous, r' is right continuous and r(e+) = r'(e), r'(e—) = r(e). 
(IV) The number e e (0, 1) is a point of continuity of functions r, r' if and only 
if it is a point of continuity of one of them, which is equivalent to r(s) = r'(s). 
Proof. (I) Making use of (2.17) we can check that the function 
P(p) = mf{\\<p(.,p)xA')U^ey>} 
is continuous on P, which together with 
r(e) = sup{/3(p);peP} 
completes the proof of the first equality in (15). The second one can be proved 
similarly. 
(II) If p e P and 
(16) Fp(y) = £{a; cp(a, p) < y} , 
then for et < e2 belonging to (0,1) 
(17) r'(£i) = sup sup {y; Fp(y) < E J < sup sup {y; Fp(y) < s2} = r(e2). 
peP peP 
(III) Now we prove that r' is right continuous. If s„ \ s, by I and II of this lemma 
we obtain 
(18) r ' ( £ ) ^ in f r ' ( e „ ) . 
n = i 
Let y0 be an arbitrary number smaller than the right hand side of (18). We can choose 
a sequence {/>„}„=i of elements of P such that (cf. (14)) 
Jo < stip {y; £{a; cp(a, p„) ;> y} ^ 1 - £„} , n = 1,2, ... 
and compactness of the set P allows us to assume that the sequence {p„} converges 
to a vector pe P. Denoting 
i//„ = sup {\cp(a, p) - q>(a, p„)\; aeG} 
we see that 
(19) 1 - ek< ^ U {«; *(«, p) + "A, = >'o}] • 
n = k 
Since lim t/>„ = 0 by (2.17), letting k tend to infinity we obtain from (19) 
y0 = r'(
e) • 
This means that the sign of equality may be written in (18). The rest of the proof 
is obvious. 
Continuity of the quantile functions plays an important role in studying the 
asymptotic behaviour of the maximum length of e-codes. Sufficient conditions 
for this continuity are given in the following proposition concerning the channel 
determined by (7). 
Proposition 2. Let G be a connected metric space, if be the ff-algebra of Borel 
sets, £(U) be positive for every non-empty open set U and let Tbe the set described 
by (7). If the functions t0, h are continuous, then the quantile functions (14) are also 
continuous. 
Proof. Let us assume we know that for every peP 
cpp(a) = inf R,J(p) 
teT 
is a continuous function of the variable a. If we denote (cf. (16)) 
c0 = sup {y; Fp(y) < e} , c, = sup {y; Fp(y) < s} , 
then c0 = c, whenever ee (0 , l). Suppose this is false; then we can find numbers 
do < di such that 
(20) Tp(d0) = Fp(d,) = e . 
If d0 < d* < d* < d,, then the set <p~*(dS. di)
 i s either empty or non-empty and 
open, both possibilities yielding a contradiction with the assumptions. Now when 
we know that c0 = cu the expression of the functions r, r' in the way described in 
(17) yields r(e) = r'(e). But the last equality, by (IV) of the preceding lemma, means 
that the functions r, r' are continuous. 
Now we want to prove the mentioned continuity of <PP(')- Before doing this we 
remark that 
(21) 9P(OL) = inf {RW(P); Q(W, »„(«)) < h(a)} . 
If h(a) is positive and an -> a, then there is a sequence {w„} of matrices belonging 
to W such that 
(22) Q(W,„ t0(a„)) < h(an) , Rw£p) < <p(an, p) + n'
1 . 
382 Since w„k -* w for some increasing sequence of integers, Lemma 2.6 and relations 
(21), (22) imply 
<p(a,p) < lim inf q>(x„k, p). 
The rest of the proof is obvious. 
2. THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE LENGTH OF e-CODES 
Let C = (B, A, | , T) be a simultaneous channel, t e Tand t(sf) > 0. In accordance 
with (2) and [2] we put 
*Á* I y) = - T - , w<Áx I y) dz("). 
where wtj(x | y) is defined by means of the matrix w,a by (1.1). If y e B" and Q(y) <=. A" 
then we put 
(23) ".--..(GOO I >•) = I w_v(* | j , ) . 
xeQW 
If we denote for p e P, e e (0, 1) by S*(e, C^, p) the maximum length of n-dimen-
sional codes ({Q(y)}yeY (cf. [2], p. 116) which satisfy 
(24) Ycontains only p-sequences , 
w^,,(Q(y) | y) > 1 - e for every y e Y, f 6 T 
then the following assertion holds. 
Lemma 2. (I) If E' e (0, e) and n > 1024d6(e ')-
1 is such that (cf. (2.19)) e - 5„ > 
> e', then (cf. (15)) 
(25) - log S*(e, C^, p) > ess inf cp(., p) Xs/(.) - «
_ 1 / 2 L ( n , e, e', d ) , 
n 
where (cf. (3.4)) 
/ i(n, e, £', rf) = / ( « , e - <5„, e', d) + 8d 3 /T 3 / 2 . 
(II) If e" e(0, 1 - e) and n > d is such that 1 - (s + n~d2 + 2<5„)> > e", then 
(26) - log S„*(e, C^, p) < ess sup <p(., p) Xj,(.) + n~
1/2 a,(n, £, £", ^ ) , d), 
n 
where (cf. (3.13)) 
9l(n, s, £", £(.-/),.d) = a(n, e + <5„ + n""
2, e", £ ( ^ ) n'
5'1, d) + 9d3n~vi _ 
Proof. Let n > d and W* be the set described by (3.1) and (3.2). If t e T, then 383 
by Lemma 2.4 there are matrices {wjJJJL, and a measurable partition {Ck}k=1 of s4 
into sets of positive measure such that the mapping (cf. (5)) 
(27) t* m £ WkXCk 
1 
satisfies the inequality m <> exp„ (Ad2) and the relation 
(28) e(t*(a),l(a))<d
2n-\ 
£ amost everywhere on jtf. 
(I) If we denote W = \J t*(s/), then by Theorem 3.1 there is an n-dimensional 
teT 
code {Q(y)}yeY such that Y contains only p-sequences, the inequality (cf. (2.19)) 
(29) w(Q(y) | y) < 1 - (e - <5„) 
is satisfied for all y e Y w e Vand 
(30) - log card Y> inf Rw{p) - «"
1 / 2 j (« , £ - <5„, e', d). 
n weV 
Taking into account (29), Lemma 2.7 and (27) we see that 
y>*My) I y) > l ~ e 
for every teT, ye Y. Since the numbers {£(Ck)} are positive, Lemma 2.6, the way 
in which t* was constructed and (30) imply (25). 
(II) Let {Q(y)}yey be an /.-dimensional code satisfying (24). By the second assump-
tion in Definition 1 there is a mapping t e Tsuch that the inequality 
(31) R,XP) <<K«> p) + d3n'2 
holds for every e t eC .To prove (26) we shall modify the mapping t* (cf. (27), (28)). 
Let L = {k e {1, . . . , m}; £(ck) < exp„ (-5ci
2) <*(.*/)} and C = (J Ck. Since 
ksL 
(32) £(Q < n~il 
we can choose fc0 6 {1, . . . , m } - L. Let us denote D = C , D u C and put 
kef 
where L' = {l, . . . , m} - ({fc0} u £,). Making use of (32) and Lemma 2.7 we obtain 
(33) »«My) | y) = {(^)-i T f w<XQ(y) | y) d«(«) - 5(C)! > 
> 1 - (e + «5„ + n"" 2 ) . 
384 Further, taking into account that the numbers {£(C*)} are positive, we easily obtain 
from the definition of t*, (2.16) and (31) that 
max RWk(p) S 9d
3n~2 + ess sup (p(., p) A^(.), 
k 
which together with (3.13) completes the proof. 
The following theorem gives bounds for the length of e-codes for channels, des-
cribed in Definitions 1 and 2. 
1. Theorem on Estimation of the Maximum Length of e-Codes. Let C = (B, A, f, T) 
be a simultaneous channel decomposable into memoryless components, e e (0, 1) 
and S„(e, C) be the maximum length of n-dimensional e-codes for C (cf. also (1.7)). 
If 0' e (0, e) and 6" e (e, 1), then there exist positive constants M(e, 8'), L(e, 6") such 
that the inequalities (cf. (14)) 
- log S„(e, C) > r'(6') - M(e, 6') n" 1 / 2 , 
n 
- log S„(e, C) < r(G") + L(e, 0") n~1/2 log n 
n 
hold for every n. These constants can be chosen so that they would depend on the 
channel C only through d = max [a, b}. 
Proof. The first step is to prove the first inequality. We shall use the fact that 
if £(stf) _t 1 — 9' and {Q(y)}ysY is an n-dimensional code satisfying for every t e T 
the inequality (cf. (23)) 
w«,,(Q(y) I y) > - - £ + °'. 
then (cf. (2)) 
w,(Q(y) \y)_i f W,£Q(y) \ y) d«(a) > 1 - e , 
which means that (cf. (24)) 
(34) - log Sn(e, C) _z - log S„*(e - 6', C*, p) .' v ' n n 
Hence if we choose peP, si e $PX _e, such that (cf. (15)) 
(35) r'(6') < n-1 + essinf <p(; p) **(•) , 
then the preceding Lemma, (34) and (35) imply the existence of the sought constant M. 
(II) Let {Q(y)}yeY be an (n, N, e) code for C. Let us denote P„ the set of all vectors 385 
whose coordinates are integer multiples of n - 1 and put (cf. (2.1) in [2]) 
Yp = {yeY;N(i\y) = nPi f - 1 b} . 
If {(.«/) ^ 9", then similarly as in [2], p. 127 
»*My) \y)>l~ ele" 
and (cf. (24)) 
(36) - log card Y.&- log Sn*(e/0", CMl p). 
n n 
Denoting e" = 2 _ 1 ( l - e/0") and choosing s/ e Sfv. such that (cf. (15)) 
r(9") > - n _ 1 + ess sup q>(., p) £.,(•) 
we see that (36) together with Lemma 2 implies existence of the sought constant L. 
The results of the last theorem may be strengthened in some special cases. This is 
done in the following theorem. 
2. Theorem on Estimation of the Maximum Length of e-Codes for Channels De-
composable into Finitely Many Components. Let C = (B, A, £,, T) be the simulta-
neous channel described in Definition 1.1. If e e (0, l), then there exist positive con-
stants M(e), L(e) such that the inequalities (cf. (1.7)) 
- log S„(e, C) > r(e) - M(e) n~1 / 2 , 
n 
- log S„(e, C) < r'(c) + 1(e) n" 1 / 2 log n 
n 
hold for every n. These constants can be chosen so that they would depend on C only 
through { and the number d = max {a, b}. Moreover, if the channel C is non-singular 
(cf. (3.10)), we can find a positive constant L,(e) such that the inequality 
~ logS„ (e ,C )< r ' ( e ) + L1(e)n-
1 /2 
n 
holds for every n and Lx(e) depends on C only through d, x(C) and the vector <*. 
Proof. Since the functions r, r' are constant on intervals containing no points 
of the set {£(&/); st <= {1 m}}, existence of constants M, Lfollows from Theo-
rem 1 and Lemma 1. Further, let us suppose that the channel is non-singular. We shall 
386 use notations from II of the proof of the preceding theorem and suppose p e P„ 
is such that the set Yp is non-empty. If si e £fr satisfies (cf. (15)) 
r'(e) = r(9") > -n~x + max inf Ru(p), 
ctetf teT 
then we see that the existence follows from (36) and Theorem 3.2 (II). 
3. Theorem on Codes with Errors Tending to Zero. If C is a simultaneous channel 
and y e (0, l) , then 
l im- logS„(n~ T , C) = f, 
n-»oo n 
where (cf. Definition 1 and (15)) 
f = sup ess inf q>(., p) . 
PEP 
Proof. Similarly as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 1 one can prove by 
means of (25) that 
lim inf- log S„(n~y, C) — ess inf q>(., p) 
ngl n 
for every vector pe P. Further, the inequality (cf. Lemma 1 (II)) 
lim sup - log Sn(n~
x, C) ^ lim r(e) 
n i l n £->0 
can be again proved analogically as in Theorem 1 and we see that it is sufficient 
to show that 
lim r(e) = f . 
£-0 
The last relation can be proved by applying the method of the proof of the conti-
nuity of r' from the right (cf. the proof of Lemma 1 (III)). 
If e is a continuity point of the function r, then by Lemma 1 the equality r(e) = 
= r'(e) holds. This means that the Theorem on Estimation of the Maximum Length 
of E-Codes implies 
4. Theorem on £-Capacity. Let C = (B, A, ", T) be a simultaneous channel de-
composable into memoryless components. If e e (0, 1) is a continuity point of the 
function r(e), then 
(37) lim - log S„(e, C) = r(e). 
. . -co n 
Thus, if the assumptions in Proposition 2 are fulfilled, Tis the set described by (7), 387 
C = (B, A, <*, T) and e e (0, 1), then the limit (37) exists. If C is a simultaneous 
channel decomposable into finitely many memoryless components and e e (0, 1) 
does not belong to the finite set (|(«s/); s4 <= {1, . . . , m}}, then e is a continuity 
point of r by Lemma 1 and the limit in (37) exists. In the general case, the quantile 
functions are monotone i.e. the set of their discontinuity points is countable, so we 
have obtained for such a channel that limit (37) exists at least except for this countable 
set. 
(Received October 28, 1977.) 
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